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Lin Hao also felt not quite right, acquaintance is acquaintance, send back has been good,
so Lin Hao shook his head and refused, pulling Lei Ling towards the Lin family.

The Lin family and the Xu family are not far apart, just a few hundred

meters away, while Lei Ling is showing a triumphant smile, and can not stop turning back
to Xu Linglong to make a face.

Xu Linglong was furious: this dead girl, it seems that if you want to

complete the task arranged by the master, you have to take care of this troublesome girl

first.

"Ling'er, you don't have to be so hostile to Linglong, we used to know each

other, and she even helped me." Lin Hao felt that Lei Ling's reaction today was too

abnormal, and helplessly explained to Lei Ling, so that this girl wouldn't continue to eat

her words.

"? Shade ai dyed er dyed zero intention? I do not listen I do not listen, I will
not listen!"

Lei Ling repeatedly shook his head and shook his head, two small ponytail

a flip, need not mention how cute.



For the capricious little girl, Lin Hao has no way, just at this time, a strong
breath suddenly arrived!

"Danger!"

Lin Hao was shocked, subconsciously to pull Lei Ling to escape, the other
party's strength is too strong, is not a joke!

Only Lei Ling but pulled Lin Hao back: "Brother Lin, that's your family ......"

Uh?

Lin Hao was surprised to look at the person in front of him, is an old man

wearing a Tang suit, snow-white hair, is stroking a long beard carefully examined himself,
but this old man is filled with a powerful pressure, seems to be full of hostility to himself.

This is the person of the Lin family? Why did Lin Rui introduce himself to

this person when he froze before?

The horror of this person's aura made him suddenly resonate with Chen Bei

Xuan, such a harsh and appalling aura, he had only seen it on Chen Bei Xuan!



Of course, neither Lin Yun nor Xu Fanghua had ever fully displayed a

strong aura in front of him.

The old man glanced towards Lei Ling: "Oh? Are you the little girl? Two

years have passed, and you still recognize the old man."

"Good day, Grandpa Lin." Lei Ling greeted the old man opposite very

politely, and then Lei Ling also very sweetly told Lin Hao: "Brother Lin, this is your Lin
family, the very mysterious person of the Lin family, Lin Cang Dao!"

Three years ago, she had the privilege of meeting Lin Cang Dou once, and
Lin Cang Dou told her that he was a man of the Lin family. But today's Lin family almost

do not know his existence, he also traveled to the four seas, come and go without a trace,
even Xu Fanghua have not seen Lin Cang Dou ah.

But one thing can be confirmed is that this Lin Cang Dou is very strong,
very strong, in Lei Ling's opinion, he is more powerful than his mother Lin Yun.

Sure enough, is it a Xuan Master!

Received a positive answer, Lin Hao is also very shocked, really big

brother.

Lin Hao arched his hand and saluted: "Lin Xuan Yuan, meet the Lin family

seniors."



"Lin Hao? Executioner? The only direct male of the Lin family currently?"
As soon as Lin Cang Yuan opened his mouth, Lin Hao's face changed greatly, he actually
knew everything! It was even Lin Hao's real name, could it be that he was also one of the

participants in the plan?

"It's me." Lin Hao agreed with a stiff upper lip.

"In that case, Sword Domain!" Lin Cang Dao waved his hand, Lin Hao

instantly disappeared in place, the heavens and earth around him shifted, the sun and

moon turned upside down, and in a flash he was already in another place!

"What kind of place is this!"

The surrounding environment really scared Lin Hao, this is an endless

desert, the desert unruly erected all kinds of ancient swords, each ancient sword emitted

sword intent is like a monstrous, extremely terrifying.

Lin Hao looked up and discovered to his horror that the sun and moon were
in the same sky, the sun and moon were actually hanging high above the sky at the same

time, and the sunlight was several times hotter than usual.

Lin Hao felt that the hot sunlight wanted to bake him, and the surrounding

ancient sword sword intent, and like a sharp blade stabbing at the body.



One thing Lin Hao is very sure, this is not the real world!

"This is the sword domain, comprehend well, the sword intent can not, the
sword domain is not destroyed, even if the Xuan master came can not save you out, here
the speed of time flow is ten times faster than the outside world, you take care of yourself,
comprehend can not, life is not out." Lin Cangdou's voice came from all directions, rolled.
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Lin Hao looked horrified, this was actually a domain constructed by Lin Cangdou!

He could also create a field, but it only encompassed his body, and it was

still gathered by the Third Form of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel, and it could not

last long.

With such a huge field, how strong must this Lin Cang Dou be?

"Grandpa Cang Dome, will brother be in danger?" Lei Ling hugged Lin Cang
Dou's arm to pout, she was able to clearly see, Lin Cang Dou clutching Lin Hao in his

hands in the ball of light, the situation inside, Lei Ling was actually able to see.

Heaven and earth in the hands of the grip, this is the absolute strong!

Lin Cang Dou casually threw the light ball to Lei Ling: "He is fine, girl will
take this back, let the Lin family to protect, do not expose my identity."



Lei Ling has not yet returned to God, Lin Cang Dou has quietly left, Lei Ling
is also afraid of accidents, after all, how many people look forward to their accident it, Lei
Ling speedy frenzy back to the Lin family, Lei Ling fire shouted: "Mother Lord, Mother

Lord! Where are you ah quickly come out ah, something happened something happened

ah!"

"What is so alarming?What is the decency of stammering?" Lin Yun angrily
reprimanded, then willow brows slightly frowned: "What happened? How come he didn't
come back with you?"

"Brother Lin, he ......"

"Something happened to him? You damn girl! Let you honestly at home,
but the result is that you take Xuan Yuan out as soon as you come, now something

happened!" The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing.

Lin Hao came so long have not been out of the door, the result Lei Ling just
came, first the yard to a mess, and ran out to play, really or accident ah!

"Lord mother, I did not ......"

"Do not sophistry, if it were not for you Xuanyuan is also impossible to go

out, say, in the end, who moved the hand? Why can't even block with you in." Lin Yun

face is ugly, under the protection of the thunder spirit to capture Lin Hao, that must be

the Xuan Master level ah.



"Aiya, mother-sama can you hear me out? You can see for yourself." Lei
Ling aggrieved cheeks puffed up, what the hell, explain not even let people explain.

Lei Ling directly to the light ball that trapped Lin Hao. Both hands carefully
cupped in front of Lin Yun, Lin Yun gaze fiercely stared, she could feel from this ball of

light to make her incomparable scare of the breath.

Lin Yun also wondered where this girl got something from, a closer look
Lin Yun realized that the original Lin Hao was always there, however, he was trapped in

it.

"What happened to my grandson? Who dares to touch my grandson?" The
old lady heard Lei Ling yelling, and also came in a hurry, only to see the ball of light in

Lin Yun's hand was also stunned: "This, which superior person has struck?"

Xu Fanghua and Lin Yun mother and daughter both looked at Lei Ling:
"Ling'er, have you ever seen the person who built this field?"

"I don't know, I don't know, I didn't even see the person and that's it, I only
heard him say that he asked me to bring this back to you guys for good keeping." Lei Ling
helplessly shrugged, she can not betray Lin Cangdou grandfather's.

"Got it, you take Xuan Yuan back to his courtyard first, you take Xuan Yuan

out privately, I punish you to face the wall in Xuan Yuan courtyard, give me honest stay."
Lin Yun waved his hand suspiciously and told Lei Ling to leave quickly.



Lei Ling bristled and muttered discontentedly, "Grounded is grounded,
anyway, I'll be where brother Lin Hao is."

After Lei Ling left, Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua went to the study, and both of

them frowned into a Sichuan frown.

"Rhyme, did he make a move, is he going to enter the game too?" Xu
Fanghua's tone was extremely grave, it was obvious that this mysterious person who had

struck made her incomparably afraid.

Lin Yun nodded with great confirmation: "Definitely him, one year old
when the spirit of the child suddenly opened up, and quickly improve, there is his
handiwork, even two years ago, the spirit of the child's power surge, I'm afraid that there

is his figure? The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who have been in the

business for a long time. The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of the identity

of this person, just ......"
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"That's all, these people, not we can pry, since Ling'er does not say or do not force to ask

her, we know too much, may not be good." Xu Fanghua waved her hand to stop Lin Yun.

In the living room of Lin Hao's courtyard, Lei Ling fixed the ball of light

with an ink stone and placed it on the table, while Lei Ling propped her chin on both

hands, her big bright eyes staring unblinkingly at the situation inside the ball of light.



At this time, the light ball field.

Lin Hao almost some support, here is vast and boundless, he has no way to

go out no matter what, he has been walking for several days? The cover whisked zero

according to serve zero love? The long time.

He felt like he was dying of thirst, the sky's blazing hot sun was baking him

24 hours a day, he felt his throat was burning like a fire, but also felt that there was not

a piece of intact skin all over his body, because the sword intent of these ancient swords

around him was almost as solid as the general, sword intent was constantly cutting his

body.

"So that's how it is!"

Lin Hao could already probably guess what the test of this sword domain
was!

"Sword come!" Lin Hao shouted, however there was no movement, Lin Hao

was shocked to find that the Xuan Yuan sword hanging around his neck was gone!

Lin Hao squeezed the sword trick and shouted again, his divine thoughts
surging, wanting to communicate with the sword spirit of the Xuan Yuan sword: "I
recommend Xuan Yuan with my blood, I have a sword to open the gates of heaven! Sword
come!"



Buzz!

With Lin Hao's angry cry, instead of summoning the sword spirit of the

Xuan Yuan Sword, it seemed to have disturbed these ancient swords around, and for a

moment, these ancient swords around began to tremble, emitting an ear-piercing buzzing
sound.

The ancient swords flickered with light, as if they had emotions, seemingly

roaring in anger, each ancient sword emitted an incomparable killing intent! With the

fusion of sword intent, each one seems to have a soul, a forward-looking divine sword.

Lin Hao was shocked, this, the ancient swords around here are actually

sword spirits!

How on earth did Lin Cangdou do that? So many sword spirits imprisoned

in this square inch!

Swoosh!

Swoosh!

The ancient swords stuck in the sand dunes emitted various colors of light
and rose to the sky, and the sword spirits began to tremble and emit an ear-piercing
buzzing sound!



In an instant, the sky was covered with dense ancient swords, the light of
the sword spirits of various colors even obscured the sun and moon, the blazing sun were

eclipsed, the scene was spectacular, but also makes people's skin tingling.

Soon, a crimson glow of the ancient sword descended from the sky, straight
to Lin Hao's head and came, the ancient sword on the rich killing intent and sword intent,
with the crimson, in ancient times must also be a killing sword.

Lin Hao also can not sit and wait for death, a clenched tooth, seven kill

divine sword decision first style! Sword Qi Breaks the Water!

The second form of sword intent across! The third style! Sword domain

divine action!

These three stances Lin Hao used in a smooth and flowing manner.

First, the first form blocked the crimson sword spirit, the second form

protected himself! The third style is to strengthen the sword intent of the first style while

protecting himself!

At this moment, Lin Hao could already control seven sword qi, two more

than before, and seven sword qi coalesced around Lin Hao's body!



Boom!

The sword light from Lin Hao's sword qi swing collided with the crimson

sword spirit with an ear-splitting boom, however, Lin Hao's sword light crumbled, the
crimson sword spirit unexpectedly had no intention to stay and still came towards Lin
Hao!

"Damn!

How could this happen?" Lin Hao was shocked, this sword spirit was so

terrifying?

Lin Hao gritted his teeth, his sword finger fiercely pointed towards the sky,
"Give me a go!"

Swoosh!

The seven sword qi sword tips that surrounded his body instantly pointed
towards the sky, and then in no particular order against the sword spirits that rushed over,
ruthlessly collided with the terrifying sword intent that cut through space, and collided

together with a bang!

At this moment, all the surrounding sword spirits began to buzz,
blossoming out a blinding light, as if to cheer the sword spirits that are attacking Lin Hao!



Ka-chow!

After three sword qi collapsed in a row, the sword spirit slowed down a bit,
and the sword spirit made a crunching sound, as if it had collapsed!

Lin Hao finally breathed a sigh of relief, this sword spirit is too scary, right?
Obviously not much stronger, but can burst out such a strong attack aura, the most

critical opponent that forward, although the momentum of death, really let Lin Hao

headache!
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However, Lin Hao was too happy too early after all!

The sword spirit that was about to collapse suddenly shuddered and let out
a sword cry, the sword spirit's sword intent increased again, the speed did not decrease

down, but steeply increased!

The sword spirit broke through the remaining four sword qi like a bolt, Lin
Hao was startled, it was too late to counterattack.

"Sword Intent Vertical!" Lin Hao shouted, but was unsure, once again the

power Qi coalesced, and the power Qi around his body began to surge wildly: "Sword
domain divine action!"



The terrifying strong qi rampaged and set off the surrounding sky of yellow
sand!

Lin Hao how did not expect, even so, the sword spirit still did not hesitate

to impact, and finally blocked by Lin Hao, but the terrifying attack after-effects still threw
Lin Hao directly out!

As for the sword spirit, also in the rushing Lin Hao perimeter defense,
collapsed with a bang, into a dot of light fell into the sky of yellow sand? The first thing

that you can do is to get a good idea of what you want to do.

"This is too difficult." Lin Hao wiped the cold sweat on his forehead,
looking at the dense, tiger-eyed sword spirits of various colors above his head, Lin Hao's
scalp tingled as he watched.

Swoosh!

Another orange sword spirit descended from the sky, once again coming

straight for Lin Hao's head, this one with an even more terrifying aura than the crimson

sword spirit just now.

"It's not over, is it?" Lin Hao gritted his teeth and began to frantically fling

out sword qi to block, but every sword spirit is the same, unrelenting, there is no band of

fear, even if the body is broken into pieces, the sword spirit collapses, there is no sign of

retreat.



This situation makes Lin Hao headache to death, not so pit ah!

The terrifying sword spirit broke through dozens of Lin Hao's sword qi,
directly into Lin Hao's head!

Lin Hao had been prepared, but still could not stop it!

"Ah!"

The moment the sword spirit entered Lin Hao's skull, Lin Hao covered his

head and roared in pain, showing his eyes, his appearance was even more hideous.

Pain! Pain from the depths of the soul, the soul began to tremble.

Fortunately, Lin Hao's will is strong enough, otherwise this sword will have
to kill him!

Phew!

Lin Hao had just stood up when another sword spirit fell from the sky!



Lin Hao's face changed greatly, rushed to defend, a sword qi ring body and

up, fortunately in this strength to recover very quickly, otherwise Lin Hao would have

died of exhaustion.

A white sword gas and constantly falling sword spirit collision, dissipate,
and then coalesce, and continue to attack!

A few breaths later, another sword spirit into Lin Hao's head, Lin Hao

screamed again, the pain made him want to die rather than suffer again!

But then, almost every other moment, there is another Lin Hao harsh

screams, simply can not stop these desperate sword spirits ah!

And the strength of these sword spirits began to gradually increase
backwards, Lin Hao in front of the sword spirits can not stop, the back of the more can not

stop.

The only good thing is ...... Lin Hao condensed sword qi more skillful, the
first three types of seven kill divine sword decision is able to flow out like a cloud.

More is a full twenty-eight sword qi can be condensed at once, than before

a full four times!



But, tragically, still can not beat the sword spirit, more can not stop!

"Damn you, I can't fucking beat you, and I can't run?" Lin Hao really can't
help it, such pain is really torturous, he gritted his teeth, saw the chasing sword spirit,
without saying a word turned around and ran. Outside the ball of light, Lei Ling lying

next to the ball of light, tears da da da down, she saw the situation inside clearly, looking
at Lin Hao such a miserable appearance, Lei Ling felt more uncomfortable than his own

injury.

Although I know this is Lin Cang Dou for the good of Lin Hao, but Lei Ling
will still Lin Cang Dou to a scolding, ancestors 18 ways to greet all over, just Lei Ling did
not find a problem, her grandmother, mother adult, and her brother Lin Hao are Lin

family people, this is very embarrassing.

......

Lin Hao in the sword domain, want to die, really want to kill ah!

Can't fight, can't resist, can't carry, can't escape!
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Did this Lin Cangdou want to die here by himself?



Lin Hao probably guessed that the other party imprisoned him here, should
want to forge his sword intent, as well as sword move proficiency.

But he did, the sword intent is strong, sword moves are incomparably

skilled, almost instantly can make several sword moves, sword Qi is able to condense fifty
at once!

There is still no way to stop this sword spirit, his soul strength is even

stronger than scary, after all, who was tortured by this sword spirit for several months of

the soul, will also become strong ah!

He spent months in here, while only a few days have passed outside the

sword domain!

The sword spirits also came from the beginning one by one, and now it has

increased to seven or eight sword spirits falling together!

"What to do, if this continues, we will really die." Lin Hao's face turned
white, he could feel, this time the sword spirits, really terrifying!

Oh?

Just when Lin Hao was about to give up, suddenly a spiritual light flashed

in his mind, and he seemed to understand something!



"The Emperor's Dao's Army! One to go, no regrets despite death! Give me

condensation!" Lin Hao gritted his teeth and shouted angrily, the fifty sword qi

surrounding his body suddenly condensed into a giant sword, the sword qi condensed like
substance, emitting a dazzling white light!

"Come to death!" Lin Hao and the huge sword qi merged into one, not
retreating but advancing, going straight up into the clouds, meeting those seven or eight

sword spirits!

Both sides barely hesitated, just sacrificing their lives to attack the enemy!

The collision between the sword spirits and sword qi shocked the sky and
earth, dazzling light collapsed!

Lin Hao's condensed sword qi also collapsed with a bang, Lin Hao even

trembled, his soul trembled, and smashed down on the sand with incomparable pain.

"Hahahaha, I've finally succeeded!" Despite the hard clash with the sword

spirit, his heart and soul trembled, but Lin Hao still roared with incomparable excitement

and happiness, this is the second time in months that Lin Hao stopped this sword spirit!

Lin Hao also finally enlightened!



This sword domain is not only to solidify his sword intent, but also to let

him comprehend the true sword intent!

The sword is the weapon of the imperial dao! The king of weapons!

If the sword is out of the sheath, it will go forward, forgetting death,
although death will not regret!

That a sword spirit even if the sword spirit is broken, but still forward to

attack Lin Hao, forward and backward, sacrificing their lives to forget death, this is the
sword? The sword spirit's pride and mission! The pride of the spirit, but also the mission!

"Haha, come again!" Having comprehended this, Lin Hao happily

condensed his sword qi once again and charged into the sky in a single bound!

Although the comprehension was a little too slow, but it doesn't matter, at
least it was comprehended!

Lin Hao rose up in the air, and even took the initiative to attack the sword

spirit, his right hand pointed fiercely, several sword qi forward and backward towards the
sword spirit in the sky, sword qi constantly shot out, one after the other, but also
constantly condensed, Lin Hao to attack for defense, but not a ring body defense sword qi!
Even the perimeter of the sword domain divine action is not open!

Sword qi across the dome of the sky, burst out a burst of sonic boom!



All the sword spirits above the dome of the sky issued a burst of sword
sound, as if they had received a provocation, also a sword spirit after a sword attack

towards Lin Hao!

In the desert over the desert, staged a stunning, stunning to the extreme

battle, brilliant light will be rendered into the sky and earth are colored, the desert is not
so monotonous!

And this battle, with four spectators.

Inside, the situation was reversed, Lei Ling the girl was the first happy to

jump up and cheer, by the way, Lin Yun and other three people also shouted over.

Seeing this scene, Xu Fanghua and the others had smiles of relief on their

faces, not expecting that Lin Hao had comprehended the true meaning of the sword

domain after only a few days.

Of course, if they didn't even know, Lin Hao had actually spent several

months inside!

Another few days passed, Lin Hao sacrificed his body and forgot his life,
and soundly fought with the sword spirits for several days, although the process was very

painful, constantly hard against the attacks of these sword spirits on the soul, while
hissing in pain, while constantly condensing sword qi to counterattack!



Several days, Lin Hao's harvest is remarkable, he can now condense

ninety-nine eighty-one sword qi, the soul is strong, and the seven kill divine sword duel

fourth form has also been practiced, his strength has reached a terrifying Grand Master

middle!
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Lin Hao is overjoyed, the only beauty is that his combat power has reached the middle

stage of the Grand Master, but the realm is still stuck at the peak of the Grand Master,
there is no intention to raise the realm, which makes Lin Hao a bit puzzled.

Lin Hao exhaled a breath of turbid air, looking at the sky above, there still
existed hundreds of sword spirits eyeing, but did not initiate an attack anymore, Lin Hao

smiled lightly: "Old friend, come out, it's time to solve all this."

Buzz!

A dazzling golden light from afar came in response, a burst of sword sound

resounded through heaven and earth, as if their king had returned in general, the sword
spirits in the sky actually issued a tremor, the light of the sword spirits dimmed without

light, have fallen from the sky, fell into the sand, restored complete silence, as Lin Hao

just came.

Xuanyuan sword sword spirit finally came, Lin Hao knew the meaning of

the Emperor's Dao soldiers, he could already communicate Xuanyuan sword sword spirit,
but he did not do that, but to exercise his strength!



The golden divine light of the sword spirit circled around a circle, as if it
was a king overlooking his subjects who were kneeling and saluting, and circled around a

circle, emitting a proud sword sound, before it came back and circled around Lin Hao

cheerfully, and as soon as Lin Hao reached out, the sword spirit of the Xuan Yuan Sword

landed in Lin Hao's hand in a good manner.

"You ah you, fortunately did not let you out earlier, otherwise they still

dare to make a move with me?" Lin Hao helplessly caressed the sword spirit in his hand,
the sword spirit trembled lightly in triumph, while those ancient swords around were also
a buzzing and trembling.

With a thought, Lin Hao pointed his sword in his hand towards the sky,
"Arise for me!"

Whoosh whoosh whoosh!

On the ground? The closed Shan grasping zero land love closed? The

ancient swords all flew up, and the sword tips pointed straight to the sky, and went

straight to the sky a little.

"Haha, all swords return to the clan, give me a break!" Lin Hao laughed out

loud, and Xuan Yuan sword one person, one sword, rushing the sky, surrounded by dense

ancient swords followed.



The scene was magnificent and imposing, as if ten thousand flying swords

had returned to one place!

Ten thousand swords return to the clan!

A sword spirit constantly roar, self-destruct to break through the dome, at
this moment Lin Hao, is the king of all weapons!

Xuanyuan sword sword spirit burst dazzling divine light, will Lin Hao

completely enveloped in it, it really seems to be to completely tear the dome of the sky!

"That's enough! Do you really want to break my sword domain?" A shadow

suddenly appeared above the dome of the sky, it was Lin Cang Dou, dressed in a Tang suit,
his hair was white, but this is only a divine thought that Lin Cang Dou left in the sword

domain.

Lin Cang Dou's right hand raised to the front of a light fan, incomparably

casual, but such a fling but all the sword spirits to sweep down, not only that, these sword
spirits completely silent, but also completely disconnected from Lin Hao.

Then with another sweep, Lin Hao was shocked to find that his Xuan Yuan

sword and him were also swept down uncontrollably.

Of course, when Lin Cang Dao's divine thoughts appeared, the few people

outside the sword domain could not see clearly what was going on inside any more.



Poof!

Lin Hao was injured, spitting out a mouthful of blood, whether it was on
his divine soul or his body, he was injured.

This guy!

Lin Hao raised his head in disbelief and looked at Lin Cangdou, it was too
scary, right?

Lin Hao was forged before the divine soul is extremely strong, the other
party is only a trace of divine thought left here, a random attack, but let him be injured!

Lin Hao held the Xuan Yuan sword on one knee on the ground, standing up
are a little reluctant, while the Xuan Yuan sword constantly trembling, emitting a buzzing

sound, Lin Hao and the sword spirit heart and soul think together, naturally know that

the Xuan Yuan sword is not convinced.

But Lin Hao is a little hesitant, this Lin Cang Dou is more terrifying than he

imagined, so what if he is not convinced, can he beat it?

"What, are you afraid?" Lin Cang Dou still so tone of voice calm, in the void
with his hands, he sword intent, the whole person sharp, if the sheathed divine sword!



Lin Hao frowned, afraid?

The man with the sword, can admit defeat, but absolutely impossible to be

afraid!

Besides, I'm afraid this is the ultimate test, the other side is testing
themselves and not to get themselves killed!
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Lin Hao laughed out loud and held the Xuan Yuan Sword, which emitted a joyful

trembling sound as dazzling golden light radiated out.

"I'll show you the fourth form of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel!"

"Splitting mountains and collapsing rocks!"

Rushing up to the sky, Lin Hao held his sword with both hands and fiercely

slashed down!

A golden dazzling sword qi fell on Lin Cangdou's head!



Lin Cang Dou faced the terrifying sword qi, just a simple body hand,
middle finger and index finger gently against the sword qi a clip.

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, the unstoppable sword qi actually

stopped!

But it was just a moment!

After a slight lurch, the sword qi once again fell with a bang, and that Lin

Cangdou's divine idea shadow also dissipated with a bang, while Lin Cangdou's voice
came: "Not bad, not disgraced the Lin family, not disgraced the old man's thoughts."

Win!

Lin Hao was very happy, how he did not expect that he could win, of
course, the other party is also a reason for the trustworthiness.

At this time, the ancient sword in the sword domain began to emit a

buzzing tremor, the multicolored light made the sun and moon in the sky dull, then the

stars shifted here, heaven and earth turned upside down, Lin Hao only felt a dizzy, the
situation around him began to change constantly.



After the experience of coming in, Lin Hao knew that it was time to leave

the sword domain and return to the real world.

As expected, not a moment later, Lin Hao returned to reality, let Lin Hao

dismayed, he actually appeared in his own room, more let Lin Hao cried and laughed,
next to four pairs of eyes, deadly stare at themselves, but more in the eyes is delighted,
face more full of smiles.

Four people is precisely Lei Ling, Lin Yun and others, they have been

concerned about the situation of Lin Hao in the inside, but also afraid that Lin Hao

accident ah.

"Good grandson is fine fine fine, and in which also got a lot of benefits,
grandma is very pleased ah." Xu Fanghua spoiled incomparable look at Lin Hao, the old
lady can say to Lin Hao spoiled to the point of no return.

"Brother Lin Hao, hehehe, you're fine." Lei Ling happily pounced towards

Lin Hao, Lin Hao dodged to avoid Lei Ling, jumped to the courtyard, and then set up a

position: "Let's have a fight!"

Lei Ling suddenly felt his head buzzing!

What the hell?



What the hell? You just met and want to fight? Such a unique way of

greeting?

But since Lin Hao asked for it, how could Lei Ling refuse? He agreed and

this time Lei Ling directly used 60% of his strength, leaped up and kicked Lin Hao.

Lin Hao blocked with his fist!

Bang, each took two steps back, Lin Hao grinned, not bad!

Lei Ling was stunned: "What the hell! Brother Lin, what the hell did you go

through in there? I used to be able to almost abuse you with fifty percent of my strength,
but I just used sixty percent of my strength!"

"Oh? Is that so?" Lin Hao's eyebrows lifted, "Then you might have to use

your full strength this time!"

"Really? I don't believe that." Saying this, Lei Ling began to increase his

strength, and this time he used 70% of his strength to attack!

The two sides' fists and feet collided incomparably quickly, the speed, the
force, obviously physical combat, but the outbreak of a violent collision sound, as if the
collision of rocks.



The speed of the two sides are really fast, in the blink of an eye to exchange
dozens of hands, and the courtyard has once again become full of wreckage up.

Next to Lin Rui even black into a pot of ashes, this bastard, Lin Hao's yard
just finished repairing only a few days ah? And to these two little bastards to Huo Huo!

Lei Ling the more you fight is also heart-breaking? The more you close

your mind, the more you'll be scared. The more you use 70% of your strength, the more

scared you will be. She used 70% of her strength to fight Lin Hao to a draw, using 80% of

her strength to suppress Lin Hao, but there is no way to win Lin Hao!

Ninety percent power!

Lei Ling gritted her teeth, used 90% of her strength, and kicked Lin Hao

away with a bang.

Lin Hao let out a muffled grunt as his body flew backwards and hit the
courtyard wall so hard that Lin Hao's courtyard wall collapsed with a bang.

"Crap! That's too much!" Lin Rui almost didn't vomit blood, this is a bit too
much!

"How can you hit so hard, Ling'er? You don't know how to master some

force." Xu Fanghua couldn't help but reprimand Lei Ling, then darted over and tried to

help Lin Hao up.



Chapter 1798

You know, everyone used to be the most painful but Lei Ling ah, now Lei Ling also

decided to lose favor, Lei Ling is not angry, bristling: "No, people so heartbroken brother,
how will let him get hurt, he must be fine, I feel out, he exploded the strength than the

average Grand Master middle is also powerful."

"So strong?" Lin Yun was shocked, then? Shan closed Shan closed cover Lu

Ai'er? Immediately, he was very puzzled: "But, I feel that his realm is still at the peak of

the sect master ah."

Lin Hao patted the dust on his body, indeed not injured, but this girl this
kick is also let him hurt enough, he felt this little girl used at least 90% of the force.

But in the moment of attack and afraid of being injured, so the moment of

strike but collected the force.

"Grandma I'm fine, don't blame Ling'er, it's not her fault. And Ling'er is
right, I benefited a lot this time." Lin Hao told them that he indeed had a combat power

comparable to the middle stage of the Grand Master, but his realm had not been raised.

However, his divine soul was extremely powerful now, otherwise 70% of

Lei Ling's power would have been able to defeat him, and his divine mix was powerful

enough to pre-sense Lei Ling's attack and evade the opponent's powerful strike in
advance.



Hearing what Lin Hao said, everyone was extremely happy.

At this time, a servant's voice rang outside the door, "Report to young

master, Miss Xu Linglong of the Xu family has come to deliver bento again, also, the
young master of the Dragon family has come to visit young master, do you want to see

him?"

Lin Hao froze for a moment, 'again'? How many times did the other party

come?

"Hmph, not seeing, tell that vixen to hurry up and leave! And tell Long Kai

Tian, the douchebag, to hurry up and take that vixen away, don't let her go around

hawking people outside!" Lin Hao had not yet spoken, but Lei Ling was the first to speak.

Lin Hao are speechless, how did it become a vixen again?

Xu Fanghua is also surprised to laugh: "Xu family this girl is quite

interesting to you ah? Marry her is not bad, you closed these days, the little girl but
insisted on sending you food every day, three meals a day, but the dragon family that

junior is not interested, Xu family girl came, he followed like a fart to follow over, really
quite annoying."

"Nonsense, grandmother you nonsense! Brother Lin will never marry her,
absolutely not! Because brother Lin is married! Hmph, it's useless for that vixen to send as
much rice as she can, my Huang can eat it anyway!" Lei Ling was even more excited than

Lin Hao's reaction.



The corners of Lin Hao and the others' mouths twitched fiercely, no? Lei

Ling Ling sent Xu Linglong bento, all to feed the dog?

Lin Hao is very speechless, does that mean that Ah Huang's food is the

same as his?

Hey, people are worse than dogs.

The puff into the do not know what to do, after all, only Lei Ling orders, he
still listen, but now the Lin family principals are here.

Lin Hao waved his hand: "No need, let them come over, uh, forget about
going to the meeting room."

Lin Hao originally wanted them to come to his courtyard, but after a look
at the courtyard was made all messy by himself, count the ball, or go to the meeting

room.

"Yes young master." The servant answered respectfully and left, Lin Yun

and the others were very sensible not to be this light bulb.

Even Lin Yun wanted to give his daughter a piece to take away, but Lei
Ling seemed to want to follow.



Just kidding, how is it possible to leave at this time? If you let that fox

spirit charm brother Lin, where can she go to cry ah.

These days Xu Linglong almost on time to find Lin Hao, but Lin Hao has

been in seclusion, more importantly, Lei Ling Ling on Xu Linglong opinion is very big, Lin
Hao is not out of seclusion, she Xu Linglong is even Lin Hao's courtyard can not enter, as
for her hand-made bento, naturally is cheap Lei Ling raised Ah Huang.

These days, where Xu Linglong is, Long Kai Tian is also there, at the same

time Long Kai Tian also know the identity of Lin Hao, did not expect Lin Hao is the first

son of the Lin family, but also the final winner of the Tianhai Martial Arts Conference.

Although it is the peak of the clan master, but has the combat power to

challenge the early stage of the Grand Master!

But in the eyes of Long Kai Tian, still not enough to see, besides, they have
not confirmed the relationship, how can he not chase? As long as they are not married,
they can all be!

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1799-1800
Chapter 1799

It's okay to be married, maybe divorced?

"Ah Huang!" Before he even got close to the parlor, Lei Ling shouted.



Soon, a cheerful bark sounded, a big yellow dog that stood up taller than

Lei Ling ran in, incomparably cheerful in front of Lei Ling, this Ah Huang is very humane,
seeing Lei Ling and Lin Hao have such a good relationship, Ah Huang actually wagged his

tail at Lin Hao too.

Lei Ling is directly riding on Ah Huang's back, and Ah Huang's body size is
huge, carrying Lei Ling completely no pressure.

"Ah Huang, later you listen to my command, then bite that fox spirit for

me." Lei Ling puffed up and touched Ah Huang's head, Ah Huang did not hesitate to roar

a few times in response to Lei Ling.

Lin Hao shook his head to ignore this man and dog, he really can't figure
out why Lei Ling Ling is so resentful of Xu Linglong, but to Shen Xiyan, it seems that Lei

Ling did not have such an intense reaction ah.

To the living room, Lin Hao bright, today's Xu Linglong removed the high

and cold disguise of the imperial sister, dressed casually, especially on the T-shirt there is
a cute Pikachu, is holding cheeks into meditation, there is the feeling of the girl next door,
more fireworks fairy.

Breeze, Xu Linglong forehead bangs gently floating.

Next to the dragon Kai Tian all of a sudden look obsessed ......



Lin Hao are? The steak Yi zero Wu love to serve dye steak? Speechless, Xu
Linglong think is other people estimated, and this dragon open sky think is Xu Linglong,
not on a channel ah.

"Cough cough." Lin Hao coughed.

Xu Linglong lit up, white moon bright eyes shining brightly at Lin Hao, full
of joy: "Xuanyuan, have you come out of the gate? I've been coming to look for you for

the past few days, and I didn't know when you'd come out, so I waited for you, by the

way, this is a bento I made with my own hands, try it."

"Ah Huang! Your meal is here!" Lei Ling, who was following behind Lin Hao,
suddenly spoke up.

Exasperated, Lin Hao turned around and glared at Lei Ling: "Nonsense, if
you nonsense again I'll get angry ah."

"I know ......" Lei Ling bristled, very aggrieved, lowered his head and ran to

the corner, Ah Huang saw the master so, also ran over, with their own actions to comfort

the little master.

Children's tantrums, quickly passed the la, Lin Hao did not care much.



But this Xu Linglong, Lin Hao instead feel very headache, this Xu Linglong

actually take the initiative to provoke ah, looking at Xu Linglong that hands propped up

chin incomparable expectation of the eyes, Lin Hao can not bear to refuse.

Forget it, eat it, after all, the other side of these days persistently do well to
send over, and then cheap A Huang.

"Brother Xuanyuan, we meet again." Long Kai Tian also greeted Lin Hao, he
already knew Lin Hao's identity, but did not care, he mainly came for Xu Linglong, and
even carried a hint of hostility towards Lin Hao, treating Lin Hao as a love rival ah.

"Young Long, hello again, feel free to sit down, poor hospitality, I'll have
something to eat." Lin Hao opened the bento box, two meat and three vegetables, and a

soup, meat and vegetables are perfectly matched, and also hot with a charming aroma,
can not help but make Lin Hao appetite.

But Lin Hao was just about to move his chopsticks when his movement
froze in mid-air, Lin Hao cried and laughed: "What do you want to do? Do you want

people to eat?" It's impossible to eat!

Xu Linglong was holding her chin, looking at herself with anticipation, her
big watery eyes were sparkling with little stars.

This is not enough!



Next to Ah Huang is a little angry towards Lin Hao grimace, what do you

mean? I am robbing you of food to eat?

It seems to be true, before it is not given to eat it ......

More excessively, Lei Ling and Long Kai Tian is a gloomy face, the ghostly
gaze, staring straight at Lin Hao, as if life and death feud, as if as long as Lin Hao just eat,
they will completely enter the state of rage like.

After all, Long Kai Tian also knows that the previous bento, but not by Lin

Hao to eat into the mouth, this time is different ah.

Ah Huang still showed his teeth and stared at the meal in front of Lin Hao.

As for Lei Ling said slyly, "I look at mine, it's none of your business, eat up!"

Chapter 1800

"Yes, young Lin, such blessings, you should eat it." On the side of the dragon Kai Tian is

even more gnashing of teeth, skin smile not laughing said.

Lin Hao helplessly hold forehead, you people ah ......



"Nothing, don't mind them, quickly try this braised pork, I icing sugar may

have put too much, you try." Xu Linglong, on the other hand, is not affected by those

around him in the slightest.

Lin Hao nodded and tried it, it was very good, the braised pork was fatty

but not greasy, the taste was just right, especially the fatty meat, it melted in the mouth,
very enjoyable, and not too sweet as Xu Linglong said.

Lin Hao gave a thumbs up to Xu Linglong: "Very good, the taste is very
okay."

"Thank you, then try this beer casserole goose again."

Lin Hao was quite happy to eat, and after being closed for several months,
although he wouldn't feel hungry in that sword domain, much less be afraid of not having

enough energy for his body to function.

But out, still want to eat a good meal, and Xu Linglong cooked this meal is

very good, the taste is similar to the restaurant chef.

"No, I really can't eat anymore." Lin Hao burped and rubbed his stomach,
and the two murderous gazes next to him had wanted to kill someone for a long time.

Lei Ling Ling changed the target, staring at Xu Linglong, seems to have

sensed the master's thoughts, Ah Huang showed teeth vicious stare at Xu Linglong, and



made a move to pounce, as long as Lei Ling Ling gave the order, Ah Huang absolutely

directly pounce out!

Long Kai Tian's gaze is cold, eerie gaze, just stare at Lin Hao.

Xu Linglong did not feel anything, but Lin Hao this meal is still quite

stressful, feel surrounded by the.

Xu Linglong opened a bottle of milk, warmly put on a straw and handed it

to Lin Hao, Lin Hao took two sips and put it down, helplessly: "Too much support, really
can't eat."

"Well, if you can't eat, you don't have to eat." Xu Linglong nodded tenderly,
then took the leftover milk that Lin Hao drank, picked it up and drank it.

"Not that milk ......" Lin Hao a headache, Xu Linglong is not a big-hearted
character, so Lin Hao knows that this is absolutely fucking teasing himself ah.

This is indirect kissing ah!

"What's wrong?" Xu Linglong raised her head and looked at Lin Hao

strangely, the rest of the milk had been finished by her, then, there was still a little bit in
the corner of her mouth, Xu Linglong then stretched out her bright red tongue and licked

it.



Lin Hao:!!!

"It's okay, don't be so troublesome in the future, it's not necessary." Lin Hao
looked at the other side, also quite helpless, he already felt, this time Xu Linglong came

back, gave him a completely different feeling than before, he felt a little carried away.

And the person next to him suffered a blast.

Lei Ling tears are falling, Lin Hao did not even notice, she has cried and left,
while Long Kai Tian is wailing, why!

Why is the goddess doing this to me? They actually, they actually kissed

indirectly ah!

Long Kai Tian wanted to die.

Ah Huang sadly roared twice also ran: you can be a person ......

"In the future, your meal I contracted, understand?" Xu Linglong suddenly

stood up, the body that the aura of the imperial sister erupted again, the words are not to
refuse the pressure.



Lin Hao powerless forehead: "I really convinced, whatever, but you can not

do a piece more to eat? Been watching the pressure of eating a lot."

Serve Yi Piao Lu Dye Lu Shan zero? Xu Linglong brightened up: "Yeah, why
didn't I think of that, thanks for reminding me ah."

Next to the dragon Kai Tian despair: not, you can not be a person ah, this
day dog food tube enough to eat is it?

Lin Hao shook his head: "Long Shao misunderstood, Linglong and I were

friends before, but it's not what you think."

"Don't worry Lin Hao."

"En." Lin Hao nodded, only he just agreed, Xu Linglong's next sentence,
made him directly spurt, Xu Linglong quickly picked up, "I will definitely work harder,
definitely make myself worthy of you, definitely try to become what you like, thus
making you become like me as much as I like you."

Poof!

Lin Hao internal injuries, crazy cough!
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